What is Transformational Coaching?
There are many approaches to coaching in schools. Transformational coaching is the model
that Elena describes in The Art of Coaching, and that we practice and teach.
THE THREE Bs: Transformational coaching provides strategies to explore three domains
of who we are: our behaviors, beliefs, and ways of being. We call these “the three Bs.”
BEHAVIORS: When we coach around behaviors, we explore classroom management, lesson
planning, assessment practices, content and curriculum, and so on. We coach around
instructional practices. This is what most coaches in schools focus on.
BELIEFS: When we coach around beliefs, we explore beliefs about student behavior,
teaching, learning, content/curriculum, and so on. All of our behaviors emerge from beliefs—
whether we’re conscious of it or not. A transformational coach works to surface the beliefs that
lie below behaviors. Some of our beliefs serve us and our students well, and some beliefs do not.
A transformational coach who is committed to meeting the needs of every child may need to
explore beliefs and may need to help a client shift beliefs that aren’t in service of every child.
WAY OF BEING: When we coach around a way of being, we help a client cultivate
awareness of how they are showing up for themselves and to others. Our way of being has a
great deal to do with our sense of identity—which can fluctuate and change, but which is
also anchored in socio-political identity markers that rarely change (such as our race or
ethnicity and gender). Our emotions often reflect our way of being, and emotions are
commonly expressed through body language—so a transformational coach pays close
attention to a client’s emotions and nonverbal communication. A teacher’s way of being
could be authoritative, or meek and passive, or fearful, or calm and focused, or strong and
compassionate, or charismatic and engaging.

Our way of being often shapes our beliefs, which then fuels certain behaviors. Without
attend to ways of being and beliefs and behaviors, our coaching may not be
transformational.
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REFLECT:
- Think about a teacher you’ve coached. In
which domain (behaviors, beliefs, ways of
being) has your coaching been focused?
- Reflect on this teacher’s areas for growth.
Which domains do you suspect they fall into?
Are they behaviors? Beliefs? Ways of being? Or
a combination?
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